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ABSTRACT
THE CROW’S NEST: A family memoir
(Under the direction of Dr. Ben McClelland)

For my thesis, I have created a family memoir about my family’s summers spent on
Mobile Bay in Mobile, Alabama. Through interviews with family members, research of
photographs, and delving into my own memories and experiences during my childhood, I have
resurrected this past existence we had on the Bay and brought it to life once more through my
thesis. The memoir is meant to be a journey through death that culminates in an unexpected
discovery of life. By reexamining this past part of my life that I thought was dead, as well as the
literal deaths of my grandmother, grandfather, and first cousin, and the metaphorical death of the
Bay when my grandmother sold our house, I will create an unusual path of self-discovery and
meaning within a web of memories that will provide the foundation for the journey.
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PROLOGUE:
I didn't have to imagine. I just had to remember.
-Gary Short

Our life at the bay began to sink the day that Papa died.
I remember being at Providence Hospital in Mobile, Alabama,standing in a stuffy
hospital room, the cramped, heavy breath of thirty aunts, uncles, cousins, parents, and siblings
crushing my eight-year-old frame the same way my older brothers’ bodies did when they would
play "ten candy bars" on my chest: it was uncomfortable and suffocating.
I remember thinking how strangely the silence presented itself, laced with tears and
shaking with sobs.
You would think death would be too mature a friend for an eight-year-old to have, but we
had actually been formally introduced the year before, when my dad's mother, Meme,died.
I was in the cafeteria eating lunch, squashed in between two first-grade girls similarly
clad in green, pleated skirts, white Peter Pan blouses, and classic black-and-white Oxford school
shoes. It was French fry day.
I felt a soft hand grip my shoulder as I took my first bite of my favorite day ofthe month.
It was my teacher, Mrs. Pearson, and she was telling me to leave my lunch tray on the table. Her
mouth continued to move after that, but I was too angry to let any more words swim into my ear
past the unimaginable, forced surrender of my French fries.
I remember being livid in the car with my parents as we circled around the Big Parking
Lot to the junior high building to pick up my older brothers. My anger consumed me as my
imagination drifted to the next day when I would have to hear all about the festivities at recess or
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P.E. that I would not be a part of as I was now imprisoned in the backseat of my mom's navyblue suburban, cruelly facing towards the cafeteria where my French fries, instead of me, were
hanging out with my friends.
It was then, as envy, anger, and I sat seething side-by-side in the backseat, that I heard a
sound I will never forget. My oldest brother, Gaines, was coming down the eighth-grade steps.
but I still couldn't see him. I only knew it was him because I recognized his "yelling voice,
usually reserved for battle with my mom,but today hurled at a new, unknown victim.
It was the same thing over and over again, each time with more pain and more anger.
Why her! How could you do this! Why!
My anger dissolved and fear sprang up like a fence around me. I peered over my fear to
see my strong, big brother crumbling before my very eyes. I turned to my parents and was forced
to acknowledge the presence of four turbulent oceans of pain reflected in the rearview mirror. I
,V
slipped over my wall offear and drowned in understanding. V'

So a year later in Papa's hospital room, when I saw so many similar oceans begin to
tremble with the weight of an impending storm, I knew that my old friend death was back to pay
me another visit. We needed no second introduction: death has a fine memory. After it has met
you once, it seems to like you so much that it follows you around for the rest of your life, until it
falls in love with you, and then you're gone.
I knew enough not to let death catch even a glimpse of my face so it wouldn’t have a
chance to love me, should it find me to its liking. I turned around and buried my face in between
my mother's legs, hoping to God that death wouldn’t recognize my backside.
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Every Saturday before Christmas, my mom’s side of the family gathers together at one of
the original six siblings’ houses to celebrate the much-anticipated Crow Family Christmas Party.
Papa sits in ‘‘Santa’s chair,” wearing the appropriate red hat with a white, fuzzy ball on top. He is
almost hidden by the massive piles of presents that increase each year along with the number of
people who adorn the Crow name. The floor just around my grandfather’s feet is reserv^ed for the
believers,” among who I would be until the sixth grade due to my brothers' threatening fists to
whoever may risk revealing the “truth” about Santa to me.
The gift-giving starts off slowly, receiving a rosary or a miniature cross from the
Archbishop and getting stared down by Grandma until we bound over to hug His Holiness and
tell Him how much we loved His present this year. Next the teenagers receive ten-dollar bills
dressed in green, Christmas envelopes from a mysterious woman named Aunt Erma, whom I
never saw at one Crow Family Christmas Party, but she somehow managed to get her presents
there anyway, so I accepted her absence.
Then, Grandma's presents are given out. For each age group, they are usually identical, so
it's not hard to know the gist of my present before I even open it. If someone a year above me
receives a pink headband, I can be pretty positive that the box with my name on it has the same
headband in it, but in yellow or red.
As each name is called out, I begin to see this year's trend: we are all getting towels for
the bay. I wait for my name to be called out and march forward optimistically to receive my
package from Papa. I open it quickly and am very satisfied to be greeted the by long green fm of
The Little Mermaid. It isn't Cinderella and her golden locks, but after comparing it with the
towels around me so far, I decide mine is the best and settle down in my content.
Then Papa calls Louise's name. Louise is two years older than I, the second oldest in our
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cousin clique of five, so she is naturally expecting something more mature than the towels we
have gotten so far. She sits down with her present and rips off the wrapping paper. She pulls out
her towel and holds it up to see which character she has received.
As the towel unraveled to the floor, a big, toothy, purple dinosaur reached his fingerless
hands out in salutation to Louise. She returns Barney’s happy greeting with agonizing moans of
humiliation, and our mouth’s drop open in horror.
Rivers ofshame come rushing down her cheeks, and her howls of despair begin
ricocheting off the walls, silencing the entire room of Crows with the depth of her
embarrassment. Giving Barney to an eight-year-old in front of a room of her elders is like your
mom coming inside the gym when she picks you up from a middle school dance: It is lifethreatening and cruel.
Her mother comes rushing over to her, but there is no stopper for her grief Marty tries to
reassure Grandma that Louise loved Barney, but this only causes Louise to double over in pain
and the volume of her cries reach the ceiling. Just when I think Louise might never recover from
this deadly blow, my younger cousin Boodah, whom Papa nicknamed after the little fat man who
sits cross-legged in his statue, sneaks over and snatches Louise’s scarlet letter. Boodah wraps the
towel around her and places her own, much more mature, Aladdin and Jasmine towel in Louise’s
lap. The crying stops immediately, and despite the presence of a few priests and one Archbishop,
the Crow Family Christmas party is saved by a four year old girl bearing the name of a Middle
Eastern god. V'
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Every December that night marked the highlight of my year, so when I realized death
loved my Papa just as much as it had my Meme,I needed to know immediately who would be
wearing the red hat at the party from now on.
1 chanced asking my mom this question in between replays of"On Eagle's Wings," which
had become the pulse of our house as the real pulse, my mother, was dusting and mopping her
way into a world in which her father no longer existed, as if a spotless counter or a shiny floor
would surely ease the transition.
1 watched tears well up in her eyes and capsize as the image of our Bald Eagle dressed in
his floppy red hat came into full view in both of our minds. I held it there and switched the
piercing blue eyes and crooked nose of Papa with various other Crow men until my mom said,
"Big Kenny, of course." My mind placed the Santa Claus hat neatly on my Uncle Kenny's head.
She was right; it was a perfect fit.
So I was not surprised at my grandfather's frmeral when it was my Uncle Kenny,the
oldest Crow boy, who stood up to give the eulogy. It only made sense; the new Santa Claus
would present himself once the old one could no longer fulfill his duties.
As soon as I heard my uncle’s voice begin to explain the procession that would take place
next, I gripped the gold, metal crab in my hand and braced myselffor the long walk up the aisle
of the Cathedral. Each grandchild was given an object to place into Papa's coffin, and I believed
the golden crab that had sat on the coffee table at our bay house would be my grandfather's go-to
item whenever he missed us or the bay and needed a little help remembering.
I traced my fingers over the eight tiny legs and it isn't long before I am four-years-old
again, half-naked and shivering, the smooth, grey boards of the wharf bending with the
impressive weight of a family watermelon fight on the night of the fourth of July, when we still
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managed to spend that holiday together in our little, blue house on stilts. Wet, pink shreds of
watermelon are fl ying everywhere, the way a heai1 might look at the exact moment it is broken
into a million little pieces. I am too young to know what a broken heart means yet, so to me and
my Aladdin-and-Jasmine panties, the phrase merely means flying watermelon pieces on a
summer night in July.
With my toes dangling over the edge of the whaif, I seai'ch the brown water for arms that
will catch me, and I jump into the bay.V-

●

Figure 1 My older brother, Gaines,jumping off the wharf to my dad,
Keith.
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CHAPTER ONE:
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Figure 2 My brother, Gaines, playing on the beach next to our house

All families have a past that is as muddy brown as the water of Mobile Bay, and if
they claim otherwise, they’re either lying, or too boring to argue with anyway.
Our family has stories that ai'e as dark as the afternoon sky right before God lights it up
with lightning and thunder to let us know that He’s still up there and we’re still down here.
Stories like these bury themselves deep in the sand like a flounder, never able to be truly
invisible because a little piece of the fm is always showing. These ai'e the kinds of stories that
bring out hammers and nails, boarding up mouths as tight as you would windows before a
hurricane.
But we have good stories, too. The kind that come out as playfully as a puppy during the
holidays, usually from the person in the room with the emptiest cup and the loudest voice, and
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even if you weren't alive to see the action ofthe original version, you still laugh anyway,
because it s your story too. V'

At Catholic funerals, there is a tendency for the priest who is presiding over the Mass to
name all of the family members of the deceased. I never quite understood this tradition because
most of the people at funerals usually already know who the surviving family members are, and
that’s usually a big motivation for their attendance in the first place. But, maybe this verbal
proclamation is used to intimidate the non-Catholic guests with our great numbers, or perhaps
it’s just an easy way to take roll.

At a recent family funeral, the priest himself should have been listed as a surviving family
member. Fr. Neske had been at every wedding, Christmas, Thanksgiving, funeral, and every
other Crow family gathering since I could remember, so I knew he wouldn’t have any trouble
with the listing of the names. But, when he brought up the surviving relatives, he surrendered
before he even started, likening our family to the begat chapter in the Old Testament that
everyone hates to get as a reading at Mass because it’s just a long list of names that goes on and
on forever. So instead of creating my own begat I’m going to take a card from Fr. Neske and
assume the Old Testament begats are an accurate portrayal of our lineage.

I am grandchild number seventeen, seventeen of eighteen; not quite young enough to be
the youngest but nowhere near close to being the oldest. I have come to realize that the number
seventeen holds no significance to most people; at sixteen, you can drive by yourself, and at
eighteen you can vote and start killing yourself with small, white sticks if that’s your fancy. But,
as number seventeen, I am the only one Papa calls “The Daughter,” despite the fact that there are
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nine other grandchildren who are daughters, so even if it’s just to me and Papa, seventeen means
somethmg.V'

Figure 3 The Crow Family at Thanksgiving over the Bay in 1988; missing my younger
Jamie Crow and me, seven new additions by
twenty-one great
grandchildren they later created.

cousin

Being younger means they don’t tell you everything, but you always know far more than
they give you credit for. For example, you know Nvho snapped your aunt’s cigarettes in half and
threw them off the back porch, and you know that secretly everyone is glad you did it. And you
know the real reason why Saturday afternoon church is a good thing, and it’s not exactly because
you get to visit God’s house a day early.
When you’re not tall enough to search for clams at the bottom of the bay with just your toe.
or strong enough to climb in the rafters on the wharf, you are just small enough to hide behind a
door and hear your mom ask your dad how much money she should put under your pillow for
losing a tooth, annihilating the concept of the Tooth Fairy and a few other beloved icons with
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one fell swoop. And even though you’re not big enough to drive the boat by yourself or jump off
Middle Bay Light, you are small enough to crouch in the branches of a magnolia tree and watch
the boys up the street use the bathroom in the creek, bringing to life in a few seconds what the
blue and pink illustrations in His and Her Body were never quite able to do throughout the
duration of fifth grade.
When you finally start to grow, most people don’t realize that it’s happening. It usually
begins without anyone noticing, kind of like Christmas. One day you wake up, and it’s as if
someone whispered in every person’s ear during the night that the next day was the start of
Christmas season. The wreaths and decorations and lights spring up out of nowhere, and just like
that, it’s Christmas. Growing up is a bit like that; you just wake up one day, and you’re tall.
One day in eighth grade, I actually noticed myself grow. I was waiting in the Little Parking
Lot for my mom to come pick me up. It was at a time in my life when all the little things I took
for granted, I still took for granted. Like my mom, being on time, every day to pick me up. For
the past few weeks, she had been causing a ruckus in my thirteen-year-old routine. She had
pawned me off to Mrs. Amy, my best friend’s mom,to drop me off after school. It was
horrifying. I didn’t want Mrs. Amy to take me home and bring me on grocery errands to pick out
snacks I wouldn’t get to eat, as Mrs. Amy wouldn’t be packing my lunch in the morning. My
mother offered no explanation for the abrupt transformation in my life, and I was appalled at her
lack of attention to this catastrophe. She had even begun not showing up at our volleyball
practices, of which she was the head coach. So, following one exceptionally bad practice after
Mrs. Amy dropped me off at home, 1 demanded to know what was going on. Defeat rushed
across my mother’s face like nighttime when the sun goes down. She told me that my older
cousin, Sarah, whom 1 had assumed was in college at the University of Alabama, was actually
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pregnant in a hospital in Pensacola, Florida. I saw my mom cringe as she watched the protective.
Catholic school bubble she helped build around my life burst from the sharp point of reality. I
was still a little unsure what sex was much less that people who were not married were out there
having it. Pictures from the Matrimony chapter in my religion book kept flashing before my eyes
until that sunny aspect of life became completely overshadowed by grey clouds of confusion.
The first words I could utter were as innocently clad as the expression on my face: “But,
how?'
My mom proceeded to explain just how Sarah was pregnant, but I never heard a single
word. Five days later, Sarah went into labor and gave birth to a baby girl, Laura.

A few weeks later, my mom came and got me out of school early, saying there was
something she needed me to do at home. I was set to work making chocolate chip cookies in the
kitchen, feeling too lucky to be missing class to be worried about why, when Sarah came in the
door with the baby. Of all the emotions present in her face, shame was markedly absent. She
radiated joy, and its perfume was contagious.
The doorbell rang again, and a man and a woman I had never seen before walked in. They
were both shaking, and all I could think about was what a big Yankee accent they both had.
being confident in my assumption that they were not from around here.
They walked around to where Sarah was sitting with the baby, and they collapsed in sobs
on the couch, leaning into each other with explosions of liquid joy mixed with grief.
And then it hit me. This was not a homecoming celebration: it was a going away party.
I watched in amazement as Sarah helplessly fought back her own tears and handed her
child to them, a child they had been longing to call their own for ten years of waiting in adoption
lines.
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I watched as her momentary lapse ofjudgment in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, became a real
miracle for these strangers from Boston, Massachusetts. She had created their heaven on earth
with what had been her hell.
I like to think that part of our family history causes the mud underneath it to stir a little less.
creating an irrational, stubborn beauty that shouldn’t exist with all the murkiness, but manages to
anyway.
That day, I felt myself grow. I learned to tower over the mess our lives can become and
stand up tall despite the avalanches our mistakes can generate. I think there are two ways to see
the things that happen to you in your life: you can take out a magnifying glass, crouch over and
spend your entire life examining all the ugly scars of your past, or you can throw out the
magnifying glass, stand up, and wear your scars as constant reminders that you survived once.
and you can survive again.
When one of our older cousins proposed, he called a close family friend, the Archbishop, to
tell him of their engagement. The Archbishop responded with his usual joyful flourishes,“How
wonderful! What glorious news!” to which my cousin hesitantly replied, “That’s not all I have to
tell you Father. She’s pregnant.” Without wavering, the Archbishop immediately exclaimed.
>V
Well then we have two reasons to celebrate now don’t we!” V'
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CHAPTER TWO:
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Figure 4 Scenic Highway 98, the road we took to get to the Crow's Nest

Our Father who ait in Heaven, hallowed be Thy name. Thy Kingdom come. Thy
will be done, on Earth as it is in Heaven..." And so begins the two-Rosary-length cai' ride to the
bay with Grandma. The words run out of our mouths like distant cousins; you know their names
but you don't know really know them know them. Riding to the bay in Grandma's old, so low we
may as well Flintstone it to the bay, American red Ford Taurus was like our penance for all the
trouble we would cause her once we got over there. With my face pressed to the glass, I try to
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think of anything besides the nausea getting real comfortable in my stomach, cursing Papa for
being such a stubborn, American Crow and refusing to buy Grandma a foreign car from
Germany or Japan, where, from the nice height of their products, they seem to take carsickness
seriously.
Hail, Mary, full of grace, the Lord is with thee. Blessed art thou amongst women,and
blessed is the fruit of thy womb,Jesus..." I lean up on my seat to try to see the alligators in the
little creek at the end of the Bayway. I spot one lazily reclining on a log, but no one else sees it.
so it’s ruled to be "just my imagination." A little offended and vowing never again to support
majority rule, I lay my head back and close my eyes. I quickly realize this to be a mistake
because of Grandma's tendency to surprise us with the brakes. My upper body launches forward,
and my stomach bounces into my throat. I am only saved by the continuous rh)^hm of the rosary
words floating in the car, and I wonder if that is why Grandma demands we say it when we ride
with her to the bay.
Glory be to the Father and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit..." As we ride through
Fairhope, we catch a glimpse of the bay, and even my nausea can't quash my excitement. After
we pass the Grand Hotel, I begin looking for the house signs whose names have become mere
road markers to the Crow's Nest.
Coley is my friend Anne Arden's house so that means we are still on the Boardwalk...
Punta Clara's means the Boardwalk is over...Darling's Landing in fancy, white cursive means we
are getting closer...Webb is our neighbors in Mobile's house and only three up from us at the
bay...
Grandma slams on the brakes in front of a white sign with a black Crow perched on a
'V

branch, welcoming us to The Crow's Nest. Finally,
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Figure 5 The sign to the Crow's Nest which
stood at the top of the driveway so it could
be seen by drivers on Scenic Highway 98.

Before the car even comes to a stop, we ai'e calling beds. The coveted single bed in the
middle of the sleeping porch is mutually agreed to be the best, but being one of the youngest, I
know it's not a possible reality for me so I settle for shai'ing the big, double bed with my older
cousin, Katie. I'm just happy to have not gotten the single bed by the big window; it's the farthest
away from everyone else when we will be whispering to each other and making shadows on the
walls after Grandma sends us to bed, and it’s haunted.
On a chest of drawers next to the dreaded single bed, there is a statue of the Holy Family,
which Grandma claims is the reason why Mobile Bay has never had a direct hit from any of the
hurricanes. The crazy thing about it is that this belief of Grandma’s is one of the few with solid
evidence backing it up. After every hurricane that hit the Bay when the original house was still
there, the family would arrive at the house to view the damage, and the only thing left untouched.
as if it had merely stood there peacefully during the entire storm, was always the statue of the
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Holy Family.
You would think being the closest to Jesus, Joseph, and Mary would make that bed a hot
commodity, but try sleeping there one night and seeing the light from the moon beam down on
that statue. I'm thankful to the Holy Family for protecting us from hurricanes all these years, but
that's a deal they struck with Grandma, and I'm not so sure that protection extends to the terrors
of the haunted bed, so Fd rather not risk it.
Once we get to the bay, there are several of Grandma’s rules that will govern our stay.
First, the car must be completely unpacked before anyone can do anything. This is almost
impossible because once you make it up the white, wooden steps and into the kitchen, you are
blinded by the sun coming in through the wall of glass across the room, which is the only thing
holding you back from seeing the water; it really did physically hold Grandma back a time or
two because she could never seem to tell if the sliding glass door was open or not, and she would
confidently walk straight into that thick wall of glass.
Once this task is completed, which seems just as shockingly unfair the thirtieth trip as it
did the first, we race into our bathing suits and head to the wharf,following the second of
Grandma's rules as we go: when walking on the wharf, we must follow the lines of nails directly
in the center of the boards, or we will fall in. It seems easy enough, but to those who are not bayraised, it is not common sense.
One night I had invited such a non-bay-raised friend to spend the night with us over the
bay. Our parents always reminded us when inviting company over the bay to make sure they
were capable of being a "bay person." This means that they are okay with swimming in brown
water, touching the invisible, sandy bottom with their toes, wearing a brown mustache from
swimming underwater, and are not repulsed by floating, dead fish heads or eating the crabs we
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caught off the end of the wharf in the crab trap, etc. I was always warned not to get my hopes up;
when friends came down to stay at the bay, they usually didn’t last for the intended length of
stay. As my Uncle Kenny says,‘They couldn’t keep up with the pace. So, we would send them
packing back to the Port City.
But, this night 1 was feeling generous and decided I wanted someone without the same
blood running through her veins to experience the bay with me. Catie was one of my best
friends, and my mom and I both questioned her "bay person" capabilities but finally decided she
could probably handle it.
The day went about as smoothly as the bay water right after it rains; there were a few
ripples when a fish nibbled at her toes underwater, but overall it was successfully calm. Then the
sun went down and night descended like an ominous black cloud over my optimistically, sunny
invitation.
Catie and I were heading out to the wharf with my older brother's CDs to make up a
dance. Catie was walking ahead of me carrying the hundreds of CDs Gaines had accumulated
thus far in his teenage era while I walked behind her with the CD player. We had only been a
few steps past the bulkhead when I heard a loud thump, a piercing scream, and two great
splashes as Catie and the CDs went tumbling into the bay. It was then that I realized my grave
mistake: I had forgotten to tell her about walking on the nails. With that one omission, all the
leeway we had made in her relationship with the bay that day went tumbling into the water after
her. She began screaming and half-drowning in her flight. I coaxed her into swimming to the end
of the wharf and climbing up the ladder, but the damage was already done: In just five seconds, I
had lost an aspiring bay person and my older brother's entire lifetime collection of CDs. I still am
not sure which loss was more tragic.V''^
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Papa also had his own rules at the bay that we had to follow. There was one chair that no
one, not even Grandma, was allowed to sit in while he was alive. It was a faded, pastel rocking
chair with a matching ottoman, which sat parallel to the glass windows looking out on the Bay
and it was positioned directly in front of the TV, which was constantly blabbering about either
the Alabama Crimson Tide or the Atlanta Braves(Papa had even trained the TV to know which
teams to go for, and when that TV messed up and let the wrong team win. Papa shut it right off
until it learned its lesson).
Another bay rule of Papa’s pertained to the girls only. When the Vogue magazines began
showcasing the bikini. Papa refused to have it showcased in person on his wharf If any of his
girls were wearing a bikini and wanted to walk out on the wharf or up to the house from the
wharf, they had to put on a big t-shirt over their swimsuit, ensuring that none ofthe neighbors
caught a glimpse of his daughters wearing such a thing.
One of Papa’s rules applied to both the bay and the city, but it was easy enough to
remember. Papa’s head was as shiny bald as a mirror right after you Windexed it, which is how
he got the nickname, Eag, like a bald eagle. It seemed innocent enough; maybe even a name to
be proud of considering it is the same as our country’s mascot. But, Eag is also dangerously
close to two of the most abhorred words symbolizing the most abhorred entity to be uttered in
any Crow home: War Eagle, the cry of the Auburn Tigers.
One weekend we were celebrating Papa’s birthday over the bay and my uncles thought it
would be fimny to give their dad a little surprise during the happy birthday song. They told all of
the little ones, myself included, to shout Bald Eagle, instead ofPapa when the time came in the
song.
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The time came, and we shouted.
You would've thought that big bird that flies around the Auburn stadium had actually
swooped right into the kitchen at the Crow’s Nest and started singing along with us. Apparently
Eag was permitted, but Bald Eagle was entirely too orange and blue for his crimson blood.
Papa stomped right over to his pastel, rocking chair, and let his steam cool off to the
A'
familiar movement of his beloved Braves on the television.'^

Days at the bay started with shouting. As the saying goes, the early bird gets the worm.
but at the bay, the early bird gets the skis.
As soon as the first person on the sleeping porch woke up, he or she began shouting to
claim their right as the first person to get to ski that day. This first shot heard round the sleeping
porch was immediately followed by a chorus of groggy voices vying for second, third, fourth,
fifth, etc. on the skis. When my uncles were too little to ski, meaning under the age of five
because that is the age they learned, they couldn’t participate in this morning tradition so they
would tie the ski rope to the back of the boat when it was pulled up in the yard, place the skis in
the grass, and ski right there in the grass until they were big enough to try it in the water.
If you were really unlucky, the boat would be too full for you to join the first round,
but while you waited your turn, there were limitless adventures to bide the time. One of our
favorite land adventures was visiting the three creeks that were near our house. We had uniquely
named them the First Creek, the Second Creek, and the Third Creek, and we could usually be
found at the First Creek as it was the closest to our house and had a huge rainbow tree stretching
across it that we loved to climb in.
On the way to the First Creek, we had to pass by a big white house with rust-colored
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windows that looked like it had jumped right out of a Spanish village and situated itself
conspicuously in a large green yard at the Bay. The woman who lived there had hair as white as
Santa Claus, and she may have been as round as him too. We always stopped at her house, but
she was not the one we were there to visit. Munching on her well fertilized green grass was a
giant, black potbelly pig named Souiee. He was the fattest pig I had ever seen in my life and the
only pig I knew of that lived at the Bay, which made him an instant legend. We would chase that
hairy pig around the yard until I thought he might choke on his own snorts or die from the
random spurt of exercise his body clearly was not used to.
When we tired of the pig, we moved next door to the Baileys, who also lived across the
street from us in Mobile so we had two reasons to like them. The third reason, and the reason
that made us love them, was the frozen snickers Mr. Webb,their great-grandfather, kept for us in
the freezer. We could go over there any time of day and Mr. Webb would have a frozen snicker
ready for us while we waited on his descendants, Anna, Charlie and Webb,to come to the First
Creek with us.
When we got there a minute later, there would be an obstacle course set up by Mother
Nature herself that changed every day. One day we would have to climb down the ladder, stand
on a piece of driftwood and jump over a narrow strip of the creek to get to the sandy beach. The
next day the driftwood would be gone, and we would have to climb the rainbow tree over the
entire creek to get to the beach.
If we were really feeling bold, we would begin the trek to the Second and Third Creeks,
which involved a lot more skill at maneuvering on narrow bulkheads and slipping under wire
fences. Occasionally we would slip out on random wharves and compare them to our own or try
to swim in the rare hot tub that we came across. This would always end in a sighting of the
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owner walking out on the wharf to scare the trespassers, and we would jump off the wharf into
the Bay and swim for our lives all the way back to the Crow’s Nest.^
On Saturdays, we sometimes took the boat out for day trips to a spot about twenty-five
minutes away in Magnolia Springs, called the Cold Hole. Leaving the bay and turning down a
calm, gliding river, you would never expect to find a place like the Cold Hole around such warm
water as the Bay. The boat pulls into a larger, circular part of the river where boats of people are
anchored, screaming like somebody has pushed them off a building every time they jump in the
water because it is that cold. But, this is not where the real miracle takes place. After we anchor
our boat, we take our turns screaming bloody murder when we jump in, and then swim to the
shore and climb out. We walk out ofthe woods and meet a road that passes right over the river
and follow it up a little ways to a trail that leads back into the woods. We can hear the shouts of
amazement and the rounds of applause before the trees clear enough for us to see the show.
Standing forty feet up on a tiny platform built into a tree is a long-haired man with a farmer’s tan
and several black tattoos decorating his arms and chest. The Cold Hole, which is what he is
about to land in, is only ten feet wide and six feet deep. The first time I saw him up there I
wanted to scream and beg him to come down from there because it just doesn’t seem logical that
he could really make it out alive or surely not the same as he was before he jumped in. The
man’s friends call out to him from below, and he turns around on the platform and backflips off,
sending my stomach flipping with him, but he lands perfectly in the little hole of water, hollering
with delight when he resurfaces. My brother, Bennett, always said those crazy rednecks at the
Cold Hole served as his summertime heroes for a long time.
There was another platform at the Bay that was a tradition to jump off of, and it too
was a bit of a mysterious miracle. In the middle of the Bay,there is a hexagonal shaped
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lighthouse that has been there since it was built in 1885. It stands on seven spindly legs that are
attached to the bottom of the bay, making it look like an immobile spider frozen in time. The
lighthouse was never knocked down by any of the hurricanes, and it became a tradition for
teenagers and middle school kids at the Bay to take their boat out to Middle Bay Light and climb
up the ancient structure to the roof that sloped towards the top of the lighthouse. Once we were
standing on the weathered shingles, our knees locked in constant fear of slipping off the roof, we
could barely make out the shoreline stretching in front of us. The powerful vastness of the Bay
could knock us right off our feet if we weren’t careful, and I never wanted to stay up there long
enough to find out anyway because my brother, Bennett, told me he fell right through that old
roof once before he ever got the chance to jump. I would quickly measure in my mind how far I
needed to jump to clear the handrail below me and then run off the roof, thrusting my body past
the handrail and closing my eyes so I wouldn’t have to watch if I missed.^

At the bay, we were never allowed to stay inside if it was light outside. Grandma would
make sure ofthat, corralling us outside and ringing the bell on the porch when we needed to
come in and eat lunch or dinner. If you walked up to the house in hopes of sneaking inside to
catch a cartoon or two. Grandma would meet you in the door and deny you entrance, unless you
promised to be in and out of the bathroom in less than five minutes.
So naturally, on days when no one was around to take us tubing or skiing, and our skin
was pruned from swimming, we would try to sneak inside. Grandma and Papa's room was
always a room of great wonder and mystery, so if there was a game of hide and seek from
Grandma going on, I would always want to sneak into her room. Grandma’s dresser was covered
with eerie, religious statues that I never trusted to be alone in the room with. But, I loved to look
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at her dusty perfume bottles and clip on earrings that sat in a glass dish on the dresser.
One day my older cousin, Kenny, and I were hiding in her closet when we heard her screaming
our names and knew we had been discovered. We hid in between the layers of clothes, tensing
up as the voice came closer and closer and retreating farther back in the layers of Grandma’s
dresses. She ripped open her closet door, and for a second I thought we had really managed to
become invisible, but then I saw her look down and with a sinking feeling knew that our dirty,
bare feet had sold us out. Before she had a chance to yell, we screamed and ran out ofthe closet
down the front steps all the way out to the end of the wharf and jumped in the water, panting
from the great distance we covered and howling with laughter until we were choking on bay
water. V'

There were as many things to do at night over the bay as there were during the day, but
at night, the bay transformed. The water itself changed, turning a deep, reflective black, like a
shiny pebble plucked from the bottom of an ice cold river, and the waves sang a soft lullaby as
they kissed the shore and rocked her to sleep. We were still allowed to swim as long as someone
was out on the wharf with us. We turned the fishing lights on and minnows and baby crabs and
eels scampered across the pale, brown surface, drawn to the yellow flood of light.
Night was my favorite time for throwing the cast net. Grasping the net with my fingers
and biting down hard on the salty weight with my teeth, I would spin and spin until I thought it
was ready and then release the net into the darkness. It would spiral out like the body of a
stinging nettle while it pumps itself through the water, and then I would hear a soft whoosh from
somewhere out in the bay where it landed. I let the sleepy water push the net around a little until
I began pulling it in. As soon as it broke the surface, the net would be illuminated by small.
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circular shapes of neon green. Some of the jellyfish would fall back into the water while I pulled
the net up onto the wharf, like tiny bursts of green light behind a slowly moving comet.
When I was really interested in fishing, instead ofjust catching bright colors in a net, I
would bring out my wooden cane pole with the orange and white. Styrofoam buoy and place a
piece of a hot dog or a shrimp- whatever we were using for bait- onto my hook and set it in the
water where the fishing light was shining its bright face. I waited patiently; my eyes fixed on that
buoy in case it tucked its head under and ran. As soon as a fish fell for my trick, I stood and
pulled up hard, but not too hard, until the fish came soaring out of the water, angrily flipping its
tail. If it was white and grey, with whiskers like an old man,I screamed for one of the boy
cousins’ assistance because I was not learned in catfish. If it was a silver or green shade with an
upturned mouth, I would set my pole down and go stand on its stomach while I pried the hook
out of its mouth. I loved the crokers the best because when I stood on their stomach and they
croaked at me to get off, I could feel their voice ricochet through their scaly body onto my foot.
Whenever fishing and swimming were exhausted, our eyes wandered over to the big
wharf two houses down, but just one wharf over. Our immediate next door neighbors were
strange for many reasons, but the most alarming to me was that their wharf only extended about
a fourth of the length of ours, and it didn’t even have a roof They never came out of their house,
which looked like a small clay cube you had molded with your fingers with long sheets faded by
the sun billowing out where windows should be. We approached them a few times about buying
their lot and expanding the Crow’s Nest(so many eggs had been hatching lately that we barely
fit anymore), but our strange neighbors insisted on keeping their odd shack with a midget wharf
Even though we did not have much of a relationship with those neighbors, we did have
an acquaintance with the Lapeyrouses, who lived in the next house over. They had three kids.
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two boys and one girl, near the same age as some of our cousins, so naturally there was a high
level of interest between the families. Their wharf was level with ours out on the water so we
could always tell whether they were in town or not just by the activity on their wharf. Whenever
they were out of town, we would sneak across the strange neighbor’s yard and run out on the
Lapeyrouse’s wharf to explore. They had a two story wharf, with a big sun deck on top, and we
loved to run to the top deck, climb up on the ledge of the built-in wooden benches, and jump out
into the bay. We would do it over and over and over again whenever no parents or grandparents
were outside on our wharf and when the water was deep enough to allow it. Even our golden
retriever. Deuce,joined us when jumped off the top deck, and he usually was even brave enough
to volunteer to go first.
But the best part about having the Lapeyrouses as next, next door neighbors was that
they provided us with the perfect enemy. As the summer progressed, we would find more and
more reasons why we just didn’t like them very much. I honestly can’t recall the initial event that
started this fiery hatred in our hearts, but I do know that one night that fire came upon us all like
the Holy Spirit came upon the Apostles when they got new tongues of fire. I always wondered
what the people thought when the Apostles came to spread the Good News. I believe I probably
would have accepted the news right there on the spot if men were speaking to me like fire
breathing dragons.
Out on the wharf one night, as we sat seething in our new found hatred of the
neighbors, something came flying from the direction of their wharf and landed on ours. It was a
rusty nail; and then, war. Words that Grandma would not be proud of were hurled across the
water as we scrambled around the wharf for ammunition. We threw dried clam shells, hot dogs.
driftwood, and when we ran low, we started throwing back the nails they had been throwing at
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us. The battle began to slow when both teams' ammunition was depleted, the majority of it
having been lost in the water midway between the two forts. After a few more exchanges ofthe
worst words we knew, the war was over. As they were not as blessed in numbers as we were, we
self-proclaimed ourselves the winners and walked back to the Crow's Nest victorious.
But, the Lapeyrouses did strike back with a hard blow a few years later when they tore
down their original wharf and built a huge, imposing steel boathouse that was painted dark green
and topped off with the brightest, tin roof I have ever seen. Their new wharf completely blocked
our view of the bay to the left and put a definite end to our glorious free falls from their sundeck.
>V

Another nighttime tradition came with queens and kings and a whole lot of heated
arguing. Cards were the closest thing we had to board games or Nintendo at the bay, and we took
it very seriously. We had a silver metal table with four matching grey, metal chairs on each side
that served as the permanent card table over the bay. The table was pushed up close to a wall on
one side of the room with the dining room table, which I never recall ever eating at, behind it.
The kitchen, dining room and living room were all connected, so the noisy competition
of the card games floated around the majority ofthe house. I always wished there was an
important game on TV so no one would hear Grandma when she pointed out the plays I missed
or the illegal move I had unknowingly attempted to make.
Grandma was the queen of cards. She could count them in her head, keeping up with
the exact number of cards of each suite that had been played, making her utterly unbeatable. We
learned how to play Spades, Hearts, Clubs, Solitaire, Double Solitaire, Rummy,etc., and because
of our strict trainer, we were good. She taught us everything we knew,and she enforced the rules
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as firmly as she enforced the Rosary. “A card laid is a card played,” we would shout at any
opponent who attempted to pick back up a played card upon realizing it was a mistake, echoing
the unwritten commandments of cards that Grandma had presented us with when we timidly sat
down at her card table for the very first time. I remember thinking she would have made a pretty
good Moses, the way she remembered all those laws and so quickly embedded them in the minds
of everyone who played at her table.
Spades was our favorite card game because it involved being on a team, which made
the stakes higher because you didn't want to end up a loser yourself while also bearing the anger
of whichever older cousin you also made a loser. Grandma taught us to be risky, always
encouraging us to go Nil, which meant never winning a single hand, every chance we got. She
said it was the key to winning any Spades game no matter who you were playing, except for her
of course.
Grandma believed that learning to play these card games when we were only five and
six years old and learning how to implement the rules and the strategies made us smarter athletes
when we got older and developed our competitive spirit. When I was eight years old, I played on
the St. Ignatius second-grade basketball team, and I would say that is the first time I was able to
employ this Crow competitiveness that we learned playing cards at the bay. My mom coached
our team, and we had won every single game so far up until the final game, which was against
St. Vincent’s. Every game was life or death for me,and until this game, I had been living quite
well, breezing through the season from victory to victory. But, doomsday arrived when the sound
of the buzzer ended the fourth quarter, as well as what I thought was my life, and we lost to St.
Vincent’s by an agonizing 7 to 8. 1 was hysterical the entire way home, and finally my mom
turned around and said that was enough, it was just a basketball game. My grandmother, who
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managed to attend every single sporting event all eighteen grandchildren ever had, as well as
being the loudest crier in the stands against the unfairness of the referees, was riding in the front
seat and immediately took my defense.
“Those tears just mean that she is competitive and that she really cares about her
games. You keep crying, Virginia, those tears just mean you are an athlete just like all your other
A'
cousins.” V'
Grandma always is the first to stand up for her grandchildren, except when we
disobeyed an exceptionally important bay rule: lights out means no talking. Every night after we
played cards, we were sent to the sleeping porch and ordered to go to sleep, and every night, this
never happened. For our parents, their disobedience of the lights out on the sleeping porch rule
was for a slightly more agonizing reason when they were younger. On certain nights. Papa and
Grandma treated themselves to steak and Crow Family brown rice after they sent everyone else
to sleep. The delicious smells would float over the wall dividing the kitchen from the sleeping
porch, teasing them awake until sleep was no longer an option. They would stand on their tiptoes
on the cast iron railings of their beds and lean over the wall, trying to peek and see if any meat
was left over, like a bunch of hungry dogs waiting on some bones.
But when I came along, we had TV on the sleeping porch, even though we didn’t have
very many channels, and the only movies we had over the bay were Twins, Barney Learns His
Colors, and The Giant on Thunder Mountain. I was completely unconvinced that Arnold
Schwarzenegger and Danny De Vito could ever possibly be related, much less twins, so I never
wanted to watch that one. I had seen Barney Learns His Colors an infinite number of times
whenever the great grandchildren were at the bay, and without them there, there is only so many
times you can sing, “Orange is the color of an orange,” and all ofthe other creative lyrics Barney
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used to educate preschoolers. So that left us with The Giant On Thunder Mountain, which was
the usual pick, but I was secretly terrified ofthat ugly giant, and it didn’t take much to persuade
everyone to forego the movie altogether.
After Grandma came in and told us goodnight, we would sit quietly for a few minutes,
giving her time to get back out into the living room and settle into a crossword puzzle before we
began our nightly chats. Some nights were more enlightening than others, and I would wake up
knowing way more about “the game,” which was my older cousins’ invented word for sex, than
my mind was able to process. Other nights we would force each other to reveal our crushes of
the moment, and when it was my turn, I was always thankful that the lights were out so that my
scarlet face couldn’t be seen. I usually wasn’t sure who my crush was, and as “no one' was a
completely blasphemous answer, I would name a few and then be persuaded into forming a crush
on the one all of the girls agreed was the best.
But, most nights we spent laughing and encouraging Louise while she sang a somewhat
Italian/opera rendition of Figaro that sent us all reeling with laughter that would treacherously
float outside the closed door right to Grandma’s ears and tattle on us. She would rush to the room
and fling the door open, her pink, silk robe flying out around her like wings, and we would stuff
our faces into the pillows in a sorry attempt to appear sound asleep. This would go on for
multiple rounds throughout the night, each time the threats from Grandma getting worse, until
we were silenced with the very alarming threat of losing our water privileges. As soon as she
shut the door, we yelled at each other for a few minutes, blaming everyone but ourselves for the
severity to which the punishment had quickly risen. Katie and I would take turn scratching each
other’s backs, until we finally fell asleep to the rhythmic pulse ofthe giant, box fan in the comer
>V
of the room.
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Every night at the bay, I went to bed dreaming of a miracle. Not that I would wake up
and discover I was a beautiful princess or that the boy from school asked me to go out with him.
Every night at the bay, I dreamed of a jubilee.
Grandma taught us the signs of a jubilee before I could even spell my own name. If the
wind came from the house and blew my hair back towards the water then there was a good
chance Grandma would be waking us up in the early hours ofthe morning to greet the marine
residents of the Bay, who, unfortunately for them, had floated up to the top of the water where
we were standing ready with nets and gigs as soon as they raised so much as a fin in salutation.
It all started with a ringing bell. Grandma and our aunts and uncles would have been
trading off during the night, scouring the water for signs of life, hoping the east wind meant
something that day. Then, as the light began gently nudging the world awake, one of the guards
would be greeted by a group offloating shrimp and then a frantic school of fish and then crabs
dancing across the brown surface, as though it was the gym floor at a middle school sock hop.
The guard would immediately run up the step and ring the bell. At that hour, it could
mean only one thing:jubilee.
So rare that it only occurs in one other place in the entire world, a small bay in Japan, the
jubilee is unique to Mobile Bay. Down at Orange Beach, they may have the Flora Bama with the
annual Mullet Toss and at Gulf Shores, they may have clear waters and white sand, but at the
Bay, we have jubilees, and nothing can hold a candle to that.
From the moment that bell rings, the entire Bay is screaming with shouts of"Jubilee,
Jubilee!" and immediately your senses are heightened to a realm you never thought possible. The
water is alive in every sense ofthe word, and for some, it is frightening to think that all that life
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is swimming underneath that brown water we spend our summers in, but for us, there’s nothing
more beautiful.
When I was younger, I spent my jubilees on the neighbor's beach beside our house, past
hurricanes having taken our own beach and replaced it with a wooden bulkhead teeming with
bay beetles and barnacles. Grandma hands me a long handled kitchen fork, and I get to work in
the sand, searching with my toes and screaming with delight when I fork my first flounder. When
I’m older. I’m given a cast net...Watching a cast net come up during a jubilee is like watching a
shrimping boat pull in a net that’s been in the water for weeks; except for it's notjust shrimp, it’s
mullet and grouper and Croker and fish that I have never seen nor heard ofin my life. They’re all
lying there in heaps on top of each other, like a giant dog pile of sea creatures. And the net is that
full every time we cast it.
The older Crow boys run up and down the beach with the older Crow men carrying huge
buckets, and they come back screaming for the women to bring more buckets from the kitchen
because the jubilee's not over yet. I can hear the fish struggling inside the buckets trying to get
back into the water, and the crabs clicking their claws together trying to tell their fiiends the
shore isn't the best idea today because the Crow's are waiting with their nets again.
Sometimes I would be overcome with sadness for the flounder and crabs and shrimp and
whatever else had made itself visible at the top of the water. I wondered what they thought when
they reached the top and were greeted by crazy, bedhead people with bathing suits on the bottom
and sleeping shirts on the top, raising pointed sticks at the flounder squirming in the sand and
constantly jabbing nets into the water where the shrimp were swimming. But, of course these
thoughts only lasted as long as it took for me to find my own net and start scooping up the poor
souls with the rest of the half-dressed hooligans around me.
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When God has pulled the little string in the top ofthe sun’s head so that it is standing up
straight in the sky with perfect posture, the jubilee is complete. The retreat has been sounded
underwater and whatever plans were made for the surface that day are surrendered as crabs, fish.
shrimp, and all their other relatives return to the safety ofthe bay’s deep, brown arms.
Those who did not receive the news as quickly are held captive in buckets and nets in the
front yard, all the prisoners thrown together in heaps, the near-silent sound of bubbles from their
mouths cursing their shared bad luck.
The clan of Crows stands around the loot in the yard, the shadows from the towering
pine trees look like grey tattoos of pride stretched across their faces. The men grab the buckets
and head out to the wharf to begin cleaning the fish. Whatever treasure from the Jubilee that we
don’t immediately make into gumbo or crab cakes or grilled fish, we wrap up and place in the
giant freezer back in the closet connected to the sleeping porch. These prisoners will lodge at the
Crow’s Nest until they are needed in the kitchen.
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Figure 6 Papa holding up some flounder caught during a jubilee.
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CHAPTER THREE:

Figure 7 My oldest cousin. Beau, sitting on
bulkhead in the front yard after a hurricane.

The past is never completely lost, however extensive the damage.
- Gordon Wright

We never stayed at the bay when the hurricanes hit. We holed up at our house in
town in Springhill, and my grandparents and aunts and uncles would come over to stay at our
house. My mom wouldn't allow me or my brothers to sleep upstairs, fearful of falling trees
crashing through the roof. Some years she would put me under the coffee table to sleep. I never
questioned it; she had made it through Huiricane Frederick, which was the angriest storm to hit
Mobile, so any advice she offered I didn’t try to fight.
My dad loved the storms. He would sit on the back porch and watch the trees bend and
snap, tossing litter in our yard as generously as a masked rider would throw Moon Pies and beads
at a Mardi Gras parade. It was just another season, something you expected just as much as fall
shaking off its leaves or summer turning your skin different colors. The real fear wasn't of the
hurricane itself but rather what its greedy hands would take with it when it left us. And it always
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A'
took the most from the hay. V'

Figure 8 My older cousins in front yard looking out
at the water following a hurricane

As the doors to the car shut, everyone walks timidly towards the water, the house
temporarily blocking the truth. Everyone knows the emptiness that lies behind the house, but I
always selfishly hope our wharf is spared. I imagine it standing tall, weary and beaten, like the
survivor of a war, suffering, but still standing.
As I round the corner, I keep my eyes closed, trying to make the dream image in my
head project into reality, but every year it’s the same: single, broken posts dotting the dai’k water.
From left to right, nothing but hundreds of rows of stitches trying to keep the wounded heart of
A'
the bay from bleeding out. V'
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Figure 9 Our wharf and others demolished after a
hurricane

Without the wharves, the Bay is just houses on stilts hovering near an oversized
bathtub of brown water; wharves are the lifelines to the bay itself. Losing the whaif is like losing
the bay.
But, with this harrowing experience, comes the most hopeful, and to outsiders, the most
irrational act you will ever witness. After a storm, the next day, or the next week, or the next
month, there will be men in the water with hammers and nails, stitching the heart of the bay right
back up with their own hands. And, despite the overwhelming evidence that the wharves will

>V
most likely disappear during the next hurricane season, they will go up again.'^
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Figure 10 Papa and a neighbor pause for a
picture while they build back the wharf after
hurricane.

^^When I was working at a summer camp in North Carolina after my freshman year
in college, my dad sent me a letter that began with, "The Chinese definition of insanity is to do
the same thing over and over again and expect different results." At the time, he was referring to
my tendency to get back together with my boyfriend following multiple, bad breakups, but the
lesson was lost on me. All 1 could think about was this rebuilding process at the bay, and I have
to say, I disagree with the Chinese.
Bay people tend to hold a clenched fist ai'ound hope. We spend countless hours each
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year rebuilding something that will most likely be tom down in a few hours during one bad
storm. We believe that hope allows us to rise up above the broken boards and floating washing
machines, up into the tops of the surv iving pine trees standing in the yard. It lets us look as far as
we can to the east and to the west, giving us a glimpse of the vast width of hope. And each view
is the same: families, neighbors, friends, all waist-deep in brown water nailing hope right back
into each board.
The Chinese would argue that hope forces us to lose the feel ofthe earth under our legs,
the mud between our toes, the tickle of the grass on our feet; they would say that our view ofthe
world becomes limited when we're living in a cloud. I think there is some tmth to that.
Sometimes when that cloud of hope we're sitting on is wearing away into wisps of almosts or
maybes, we have to unclench our grip, float back to earth, and let our feet feel the hardness of
reality, leaving hope to float in the clouds.
But, at the Bay, our hope doesn't lie in the sky; it lies in the water. Our days are
dictated by its mood; when the Bay is ornery, her frustration shows in the white caps that become
angry wrinkles across her face, and we are guaranteed to have a bad day, and Grandma an even
worse one, because we will be inside all day. But when the water is feeling content, she will
smooth out her face, and we will have a day most people would be green with envy about.
When my mom was younger. Grandma would pick them up on the last day ofschool
with the station wagon packed, and they would head directly to the Bay, not returning until it
was time for school to start again in August. But when I was growing up, we were not so lucky
to not have an option. When we were in Mobile, and Mom was trying to make the decision
whether or not to make the drive over the bay for the day or for the weekend, she would call
Grandma and ask what the water was like. My brothers and I would cross our fingers, placing all
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our hope in that mood}', brown water, but. with Grandma, the answer was always the same. She
would look out at the white caps building on the surface and the grey clouds billowing in the sky
and say,"Come on down. It's as slick as glass.” V'

"
i
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i

Figure 11 Two of my cousins and my brother,
Bennett, sitting on the walkway to the wharf.

For my Aunt Anne, the rain always played a lonesome, melancholy tune. Back in the
old days, as in back in the days when my mom and her siblings were my age, there was no boat
lift to put the boat up at night, or during the day when it wasn't in use. They used to tie the boat
to a pole that was adjacent to a 4 by 4 wooden platfonu that served as their wharf. Every time it
rained, the boat just acted like a large bucket, happily offering the rainwater an alternative to
landing in the bay. All of the kids would head out to the edge of the water and try to judge if the
old boat was aftoat or snuggled deep in the bay yet. The duty always fell to Anne, the oldest
child, to save the boat. In her pajamas, she would wade out in the water, swallowing mouthfuls
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of bay water as she bobbed up and down in the waves,the giant rain drops bouncing off the
water and landing in her howling mouth. Equipped with just a single bucket, she would climb
into the sinking boat and begin dumping the water back into the bay, putting more water back in
the boat with her tears than she could ever take out with her little bucket.
Thank God I wasn't bom in that generation because to me, when it rains, the wharf is
the most brilliant musician; much better than that saxophone-playing Kenny G, who is always
serenading my mother when she’s in the bathtub. Mobile, Alabama, must be a place of great
comfort to God because it is where He seems to do most of His grieving, crying almost every
afternoon and thundering a bit too. But, at the bay, no one minds a bit; everyone heads out to the
wharf to listen to His tears hit the tin roof I imagine people from out oftown would think it a
strange sight to see all the people of the bay walking out of their houses instead ofin when it's
raining. But, we are drawn to the music of the rain. The rain steals our love until the sun can’t
take it anymore and throws out her arms in jealousy, stopping the music as we run into her warm
4^
embrace.'/'

Every afternoon, when the Sun begins nodding off to sleep, the people ofthe Bay stop
whatever they are doing to head out to the wharf and pay their respects to the Sun for another
beautiful day. Everywhere you look from left to right, there are legs moving down the boards out
to the wharf, carrying pretty liquids in their cups, relaxing with every sip. Grandma always wants
us to bring our crayons and paper out to the wharf to try to capture the sunset so we can bring it
inside and put it on our refrigerator, but we never quite could.
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The sky always seemed as if it was trying to put makeup on the water, attempting to
cover up that brown face with rosy, pink blush and gold eye shadow, and for the time being, it
almost seems to work.
The colors in the sky act like those bright, plastic horses we used to race every fall at the
Greater Gulf State Fair: pink and purple and orange and red and yellow, all neck and neck in
horizontal lines in front of you. And just when you think that red has gone and won the race after
all, all those colors seem to get exhausted at the exact same time and lie down right there in the
sky, too tired to pick themselves up and finish the race. They just lie there on top of each other
until night comes and scoops them up in her dark arms, putting them to sleep until the next day
when the race will start and end again in quite the same way.
The pelicans loved having the sunset as the backdrop of their diving show. These great
big grey birds would glide impossibly close to the water, skimming it occasionally with the tips
of their wings. Then they would shoot up towards the sky, linger in the air for a second, then
spiral down headfirst into the water, with the sunset serving as the perfect background glow for
their performance, like a canvas of frozen fireworks and colorful applause.
This routine at the Bay was just as important as going to Church every Sunday. Everyone
took the time to sit out on the wharf in awe of the artist that God was that afternoon. It was our
way of saying,“Wow,” to each day that we had down there together. It was routine but
necessary; in order for the Bay to love us and give us gifts like the sunset, we had to love it right

>v
back, and the wharf was where we did most of our loving.N^-
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Figure 12 My dad holding my brother, Gaines, in the water during a
sunset on the Bay.
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CHAPTER FOUR:

About six miles up the bay from us, there is a resort called the Grand Hotel, and it was
the finest thing on the bay. My cousins and I always get dropped off around the Boardwalk,
which is a long stretch of old money homes on giant lots with sand in front oftheir wharves,
which was unheard of down by our house. We would then walk our way up the Boardwalk to the
Grand Hotel, of which we became a temporary member each time we snuck onto its grounds.
They had a giant pool which we loved to sneak into and swim around in until tea time, when we
would head over to the main building of the resort where they served every flavor tea that you
can imagine. I hated tea, but I always stole a good fourteen packets or so as souvenirs to take
back home with me; I was really there for the cookies. They served huge sugar cookies and
melting chocolate chip cookies and peanut butter cookies and white macadamia nut cookies and
chewy oatmeal cookies and thick chocolate fudge cookies. And even though I despised coffee, I
would always get a cup because I loved how pretty the saucers were, delicately painted with blue
birds or meticulously lined with a shiny, gold trim, which had to have been a queen’s once. I
would dip my three or four cookies in my coffee and lie back in one ofthe tall, pale yellow
chairs, which sat so properly in the tearoom that I almost expected the legs ofthe chair to be
crossed at the ankle underneath me. There was always a crowd at the four o’clock tea times and
we were always the regulars, minus the fact that we were all barefoot, wearing big t-shirts over
our bathing suits, while the real “guests” were wearing pink dresses and yellow skirts with
uncomfortable shoes choking their feet.
We would spend hours running around the Hotel, looking for secret passages in its
antique, wooden structure. It was the oldest thing I believed I had ever seen and the secret
passages we found in closets and hidden doors staring out from the walls led us to attics and
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ballrooms that were seldom used, but we created whole worlds inside ofthem. We found a closet
where they stored little candies and stole them every chance we got, putting them inside our
bathing suits when we couldn't fit enough in our hands. We ran from every single maid and
bellman and security guard who came after us, always managing to get away with the help ofthe
forest-green carpet that blanketed the cranky, wooden floors; although, I think things were so
slow around there most days that they didn’t really mind us putting a little life back in those old
walls.
Giant, Spanish-moss-covered live oak trees cast shadows everywhere on the grounds of
the hotel, dramatically spreading out their bulky arms in a grand gesture of grief, crying grey,
curly tears all over their lower branches. There was a giant lake in the center ofthe grounds
where ducks and what I always thought were swans, which were actually geese, spent their lazy
summers lounging in the green water, getting fat off the limitless square pieces ofcom in
Styrofoam cups that the Hotel provided its guests to feed the natives. We were always more
interested in chasing the ducks and finding their nests in the azalea bushes framing the face of
the lake than we were in feeding them. This hobby quickly ended when we discovered that the
mother ducks would no longer claim their children as their own ifthey smelled our scent on their
babies. I have to confess that because we didn’t receive this information until later in our lives
there is probably a band of homeless, teenage ducks wearing the Crow scent running amuck at
the Hotel to this day, like the Lost Boys in Peter Pan, who can’t even remember what a mother
IS.

There was a little restaurant on the first floor ofthe Hotel right outside the lobby, called
The Bird Cage Lounge, and we would always sneak in there to ask them if they had any leftover
food. Most of the time they shooed us away, but sometimes they would gift us with French flies
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or a Coke. One summer, a group of the Crows elevated themselves and became real members of
the Hotel, so naturally this was a great victory for all Crows. We immediately assumed this made
us all members and we used their membership name whenever we were questioned, and even
once or twice to pay for a few snacks that we desired after a long day at the pool.
One afternoon, we were really feeling thankful for this new upgrade in the Crow status
and decided to venture into the Bird Cage Lounge and actually order our food for a change
instead of begging the hostess for leftovers from outside the door frame. After perusing the menu
for a length of time, having never actually looked at what the Bird Cage had to offer until now,
we unanimously decided on the Grand Hotel Special, which was the best dessert on the menu
and possibly in the world. It was three big brownies topped with scoops and scoops of vanilla ice
cream, dripping in chocolate syrup and topped with a mountain of whipped cream. We bounced
up and down in our chairs until the waiter finally produced the famed dessert. Its reputation had
preceded itself from a friend, Anne Arden, who was a real member ofthe Hotel and who lived on
the Boardwalk at the Coley house; because of her membership status and location on the
Boardwalk we trusted her entirely, and she did not disappoint.
They gave all five of us spoons, and the Crows were silent for a brief period in their lives.
I didn’t understand how anything else could be considered a dessert after tasting this and I
reminded myself to tell Anne Arden that she did not give the Grand Hotel Special as many
compliments as it deserved. We finished the Special within minutes, and Louise signed the
memorized member number on the check. We sat talking awhile until I suddenly had a
revelation; the Crows had canceled their membership there at the end of last summer. I voiced
my concern to my cousins, and we searched frantically in our pockets for some money.
Throwing everything we had out on the table, which was scarcely close to enough, we mutually
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agreed that the best thing for us to do would be to run. We all jumped up at the same time and
started pushing each other out of the way to get out ofthere and not be left behind to deal with
the waiter, who certainly was not going to be giving us leftovers anymore. We sprinted out ofthe
restaurant, across the green lawn and onto the Boardwalk, not stopping until we were at least five
houses down and could borrow a phone to get us back to the Crow’s Nest, where we belonged.
V'

At the bay, no matter who you were, where you came from, or what you believed, it
was mandatory for everyone staying at the Crow’s Nest to attend mass every Sunday at Sacred
Heart Catholic Church, the hottest building you have ever been to in your life. I would have to
say I lost the greatest number of potential bay people to that old, wooden church with no air
conditioning.
Every Sunday afternoon, we were pulled out ofthe bay and thrown in the shower. If we
were lucky we got to shower out on the wharf, which is the best atmosphere for such a nasty
process. I can just slip off my swimsuit right there on the wharf, and I won’t have to worry about
getting water all over the floor because the wharf will soak it right up. When I’m done, my body
doesn’t begin to spastically tighten as it does when I run from the bathroom to the sleeping
porch, coming close to suffering pneumonia from the cold air blowing out ofthe fans. Instead, I
can sit down on the wharf with my towel wrapped around me and let the sun do the drying.
After we throw on the one nice outfit we brought, which was packed solely for this
purpose, we pile in cars and drive the seven miles up Scenic Highway 98 to Sacred Heart
Catholic Church. We herd into the brown, wooden pews and wait for Mass to begin. All of the
tall stained glass windows are open, but they are not doing a thing except letting in yellow flies
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that I will spend the entire Mass swatting away from my arms and legs.
Usually by the homily, we begin to see members ofthe congregation succumb to the
heat and excuse themselves to go walk around outside and catch a few deep breaths ofthe cool
wind coming off the bay. Even the priest is dripping sweat, fanning himselfthe entire service.
When Mass is over, everyone helps close all the windows, and I don’t even want to imagine
what it is like in the morning when they open up those doors and let out all that angry heat.
The best part of going to Mass is the bells. There is a tall, white wooden structure right
outside the Church that has two big bells inside the top of it with two long, frayed yellow ropes
hanging to the ground. As soon as we sing the final hymn, we dart out ofthe Church to take our
turn hanging on those ropes and letting the whole bay know that we are finally out of Mass. V'
After church, it was always hamburger day. As soon as our feet hit the sleeping porch,
we were changing into our bathing suits, and Papa was walking out on the wharfto light the grill.
When my mom was in high school. Papa cooked for anyone who wanted to come down, and
between fifty and a hundred kids swarmed the Crow’s Nest every Sunday for Papa’s burnt
hamburgers and hotdogs; because he said they weren’t any good ifthey weren’t burnt. Everyone
always wanted to be dovm at the Bay, so my mom and her brothers and sisters never really
realized that they didn’t have any money because everyone seemed to want what they had: the
Bay.^

One summer down at the bay, I was introduced to alcohol. The sneaky fella was wearing
a disguise of bad driving around his face, and as 1 was still blinded by an invisible veil of
Catholic school naivety, I didn’t recognize him. We became better acquainted later in high
school, but despite his sense of humor, he always left me with a bad taste in my mouth. My
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grandmother made my Aunt Anne take a vow to the Virgin Mary that she would never drink a
sip of alcohol while she was in high school. Anne made the vow and never broke it, but that vow
didn’t quite work on anyone else in the family.
Two of my cousins were staying with my family one weekend at the bay, and the older
one, Hannah, had gone to join her friends at a party a few miles up the road. My other cousin,
Emily, and I spent the night playing Spades with my mom,trying to master our strategies for
going Nil, so that we would be deemed adequate partners the next time we sat down at the card
table with our older cousins.
There was a knock at the door, and my mom was greeted by the first policeman I had
ever seen at the bay that wasn't in a boat on the water. He informed my parents that a girl
claiming to live here had gotten in a wreck, and she was waiting outside in the car. Emily and I
were immediately ordered to the sleeping porch, much to our dismay. We pressed our faces
against the window, but all we could see was blue lights.
A little while later, Hannah came in the house escorted by a very frantic aunt, my mother,
who took her straight to the bathroom and yelled at Emily and me to bring her several glasses of
water. Ecstatic to be included, we rushed around, spilling the majority ofthe water in our
excitement and watching Mom force Hannah to drink glass after glass. They went back outside,
and we were again shunned to the sleeping porch. After a while, they returned, and I rushed to
ask Hannah if she was in trouble, but surprisingly she said,“No.” I tucked this phenomenon into
the back of my mind, thinking that if I ever got into trouble with the police I now knew exactly
what to do: drink lots of water.(Or as I later found out, try to make sure the cop who arrests you
>V
shares the same high school alma mater that you do). V'
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When my mom and aunts and uncles were growing up at the Bay, it was as tight-knit as
the threads of a cast net. They knew nearly every family from one end ofthe Bay to the other, so
when the monotony of Bay sounds was broken by a relentless peal of sirens, everyone was
scared. Grandma and Papa got in the car and followed the siren sounds down County Road One
until they saw a car overturned in a ditch on the side ofthe road. They quickly found out it was
their oldest daughter, Anne’s, best friend, Debbie, in the car, and she had been killed in the
accident.
Back at the house, the Crow’s crowded into the guest bedroom and prayed the Rosary
together, letting the familiar words wash over them and ease the pain ofthe unfamiliar reality of
death. When the kids went to the sleeping porch later that night, they laid in the beds, crying and
holding each other, because they all thought they were going to die too.
My Aunt Anne gave her oldest daughter the name Debbie when she was bom,in memory
of her best friend that she lost that summer. Sixteen years later, Debbie was convinced that she
would die sometime that year because her namesake had died at sixteen. When they could not
find a way to ease Debbie’s fears or convince her that she would not die that year, Anne sent her
to the one person she trusted would have a cure for Debbie: the Archbishop. Debbie agreed to
meet with him, hoping that he would help ease her fears. When she sat down with him, she told
him everything, how scared she was, how her namesake had died at this same age, and how she
was destined to follow in the same path because they shared the same name. The Archbishop
looked at her carefully and said, “Debbie, if you continue to think you will die, then you will
A'
surely die.” And just like that, she was cured. V'

The Crow’s also had something taken from them down at the Bay one Thanksgiving, but
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thankfully this time, it was not irreplaceable.
The family had driven down to Mass at Sacred Heart so no one was at the house. They
pulled up after Mass and realized there were no lamps on in the house anymore. When they
walked in the house, they discovered there was a lot more than just the light missing. All ofthe
electrical appliances, including the microwave and the telephones were gone. They opened a
draw to find all of the cutlery gone, and then opened the closet to find all ofthe linens gone. Just
when they thought things couldn't get worse, they opened the refrigerator and the Turkey and
dressing were missing. Someone had walked right in and stolen their Thanksgiving in less than a
Mass. V'

I first felt fear when I was five years old, upside-down, underwater, strapped to a
kneeboard. My cousin, Robin, had taken us out in the boat that day, and after watching every
single person in the boat take his or her chance on the kneeboard multiple times, I finally got the
opportunity to prove my worth. I had never been knee boarding before, but I had knelt on the
kneeboard and strapped my legs in when it was sitting up on the wharf, pretending that I knew
what it felt like out on the water.
I thought that I was ready; I had watched my brothers and older cousins do this for weeks
and weeks, and I honestly believed myselfto be better than a few ofthem. My brother, Bennett,
offered to get in the water with me and hold me up while I got situated on the board until the
boat took off. I was very appreciative of this act of generosity; I was still in the guppies at swim
team and not confident yet in my water-treading abilities. I got up easily enough after the boat
took off, a smile as big as a watermelon stretched across my face, the bay cheering me on with
splashes from the wake every once in a while. I arched my back to stretch and squinted my eyes
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at the tiny houses flying by on the shore, hoping every person I knew was out on their wharf
watching me glide across the water.
And then I hit a wave. And then another one.
And that is how I got upside-down, underwater, my knees still strapped tight, too scared
of drowning to be embarrassed of what was surely an ugly fall that had first-timer written all
over it. I had never encountered anything like this when I rode the kneeboard on the wharf; I had
no idea how to brace myself for waves or flips, and as the waves continued knocking the board, I
slowly accepted my fate: I was going to drown. I gave one last frantic attempt to untie myself but
found something was already pulling at the Velcro. I automatically assumed that one ofthe
scaly, underwater citizens of the Bay had called the time on me and deemed it safe to start eating.
Panic overtook me as I flailed around underwater and miraculously managed to flip myself rightside up. Panting heavily, I pulled the hair away from my face, lay flat on the knee board, and
closed my eyes, thanking God for once for my strong man calves, which had been the subject of
much ridicule from the boys in my class.
I opened my eyes. I saw my older cousin Robin standing in the water next to me with a
devilish grin, asking why I had fought off his hands when he was trying to untie the knee straps
and flip me over. I lifted myself up to look towards the boat and could make out my older
cousins reenacting my epic fall.
A'
I have never knee boarded since.^
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Figure 13 My older brother, Gaines, skiing on a stand up raft.
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CHAPTER FIVE:

I have been afraid of death ever since I learned its name. I always thought that
death and the Grinch must be related, like ugly branches on the same evil family tree, always
taking and never giving anything in return. I never understood why God would give us people
like Meme and Papa and let us love them so much, and then allow death to just take them away,
letting that love He always is asking us to have for everyone go and break our hearts.
When 1 was younger, my fear of death was so overwhelming that sometimes it would
seize my entire self, mind and body, and I would panic, running blindly to my parents or
brothers, whoever was closest, to be reassured that I was not going to die anytime soon. It would
always catch me unawares, not giving my mind enough time to lock the door before death burst
in and turned off all the lights. As the blackness of the unknown that death always wears like a
cloak began to veil my mind, I would pull in a sharp breath and pinch my arm or my leg,just to
feel something other than panic.
I think it began to worry my parents that these seizures offear happened so frequently.
One night when I was upstairs reading before I went to sleep, my dad came and sat down next to
me and asked if he could read my palm. He showed me three lines on the back of my hand, one
for how much love I would have, one for how much success I would have, and one for how
much time I would have in my life.
He traced his finger across the top line of my palm that was closest to my fingers. The
line curved sharply to the right like the bend in a river. He told me I would find love many times
throughout my life. One day, he said, I would get married to a boy who loved me more than
anyone else, but of course not more than he did. This was no big news to me as 1 had already met
my husband at school, and we’d discussed our marriage, so love was covered.
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The next line went straight across my palm from left to right, slanting downwards and
disappearing slightly past the center of my hand. He said this line revealed that I would take a
while trying to figure out what I was good at, and I would have to work really hard, but
eventually 1 would figure it out and be very happy with much success. But, success too was
already covered. I knew I was going to write books, and from the pretty stickers that I had been
getting so far on my journals, I knew that I was already pretty good at it.
The last line seemed unsure, long and thin, breaking off into many different directions at
the end. The panic began rising like nausea right before you get sick from the overwhelming
smell of the incense at Church. I held my breath as he took my hand and inspected my life line.
“You have the longest one I have ever seen,” he said. “Look how it reaches all the way
down to your wrist. Look how deep it is etched in your hand. Yeah, you will not be leaving this
world anytime soon. I’m sorry. Bo, but God doesn’t need you up there just yet.”
I felt a little skeptical about this last reading, especially since I had snuck a glance at his
own life line and it seemed a lot longer than mine, but I couldn’t help feeling greatly comforted
>V
the next day at school when my line was a lot longer than everyone else’s.^^'

My brother, Gaines, also shared with me his perspective on death when panic managed to
grab a tight hold of me one night, and I ran to his room before it suffocated me.
“What’s wrong?” he asked as I came barreling around the comer.
With tears of embarrassment and fear damp on my face, I gave him the tmth.
I’m scared to die.
He reached around to hold my shaking shoulders and tried his best to force panic to
unclench its grip.
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“Virginia, there is no reason to be scared of dying. Whenever you get up to heaven, you
will be able to do anything you want. Anything. If you want to swing from the moon or do flips
in the stars, then you can do it. It will be so much better than being here. And everyone you
know will be there eventually, most likely before you, so it will be just like your life here, except
a million times better. You can’t even imagine how great it will be; I can’t even imagine it. But, I
promise you will love it.”
I spent the rest of the night imagining all of the crazy, wonderful things I would do in
Heaven that I couldn’t do here. After dreaming of flying with angels and floating on clouds, I
woke up and came to the conclusion that all I really wanted was to see the people I hadn’t seen in
a while, like Meme and Papa, and see what they’ve been doing up there for so long, and do that
too. V'

The first time I ever saw my dad cry was the day his mother, Meme,died. I have never
been so scared in my entire life; I didn't know that those strong, blue eyes were even capable of
tears, and seeing those lines run down his face was like watching a tidal wave: overwhelming,
but also remarkable because ofthe impossibility of it.
Later that week, after the funeral was over and we had sent Meme away in a brown
box, which I thought was a strange choice considering the bright clothes she always wore, our
neighbor came over to offer his condolences. He rang the doorbell, and we were soon greeted by
tiny black cowboy boots, an oversized white cowboy hat, and a messy brown head of hair that
didn't quite reach the door knob.
Is Mr. Keis here?" four-year-old Webb Bailey asked my mom optimistically.
My dad, Keith, came to the door and asked Webb what he needed this afternoon.
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Webb usually showed up at our house ever>^day around 3 p.m., when Gaines was
getting home from school. They would sit side by side in the kitchen, nine years apart, eating
milk dog bones in stools pulled up to the white, marble countertop. After their snack, Gaines and
Bennett would somehow convince Webb to put on our dog, Deuce's, shock collar while he ran in
and out of the white flags marking the boundaries of the electric fence. Ever}' time Webb stepped
outside the boundary he would leap into the air howling with pain, Gaines and Bennett laughing
hysterically from the back porch, which only encouraged Webb to continue hopping in and out
of the line all around the yard.
But today he was all business and purposefully dug his hands around in search of
something in his jeans pocket.
Here, Mr. Keis. I thought you could use a friend.
>V
He pulled out a green, tree frog and handed it to my dad. V'

My cousin, Robin, died suddenly, at the age of thirty-nine, leaving behind a wife and two
children. His little girl was the one who discovered him on the floor of their living room at their
house when she got home from school. She ran out the door screaming for help, but he was
already gone. Her elementary school celebrated the annual Doughnuts for Dad six days later.
When you go to an open casket funeral, you would think that it would be the lifeless body
lying in a box that would haunt your eyes forever. The gray tint of the cold skin, the eerie
stillness of a breathless chest. Or you would think it would be the constant flow of tears from the
lonely widow, or the movement of the grieving mother's hand through her dead baby's hair over
and over again. You may reasonably imagine that it would be the confident look on his five-
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year-old son's face as he proclaims his father has merely gone for a visit to heaven, but he will be
back. You may think it would be the heavy sobs of his five brothers and sisters, or the presence
of his estranged father and the embrace of his parents after decades of silence and resentment.
You may think it would be the overwhelming presence of seventeen cousins, and over a dozen
nieces and nephews. You may think it would be the packed church at the ftmeral, or the multiple
men placing their corsages on their friend’s casket before he is lowered into the ground. You
may even be as prescient to think that it would be the sight of an eighty-six-year-old woman's
tears and heavy heart, as she watches her grandchild leave this world unfairly early, and
impossibly before her.
But for me, it was none of these. These things tore giant, gaping holes in my heart, but
they do not haunt me.
For me, it was the face of the fatherless daughter as the dawn of comprehension rose on
her face when the burial was complete. It was the lonely tears slowly making rivers of pain on
her innocent cheeks as panic overtook her and understanding melted into her nine-year-old
bones. It was the uneasiness with which she searched the weeping faces of those around her as
she sat in front of her father's coffin. She looked exactly as an angel would look if an angel could
cry. Her blond hair stood out like a white cloud amongst the grays and blacks standing around
her. She was so small, yet her tears were like giant spokes boring holes into my heart.
When I close my eyes, she is all I see. I am haunted by an angel.V'^

Death has taught me that support is a funny thing. Sometimes support switches jerseys so
a fifteen-year-old can wear the number of his uncle who passed away that day, and sometimes it
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gets entirely too drunk with its relatives to ease the transition into a world with five siblings
instead of six. Sometimes it plays video games to distract sorrow from settling for too long, and
sometimes it even jumps into a goldfish pond at a funeral reception because sometimes the best
support is laughter.
Support comes in mammoth-sized dishes of lasagna and endless boxes of soft drinks. It
comes in flower deliveries, sympathy cards, and hours waited in a wake line. It falls as heavily in
the tear drops of an eight-year-old as it does an eighty-six-year-old, and it bounces lightly in the
sentimental jokes of a eulogy given by a priest who is close enough to be listed among the
surviving relatives.
Support is transformative, yet stoic. It is light, but strong. It is rarely visible, but easily
felt. It is friends and neighbors and classmates and green tree frogs, but for us, it is mainly
family. Together, throughout our history, we have been rocked by grief, capsized by sadness, and
drowned by death. But, we have also been rescued by faith, strengthened by love, and revived by

family.^-

We never wanted to say goodbye to the Bay. It was cruel having to leave the sand and the
waves and head back to cement sidewalks and itchy grass. It wasn’t even fair to try to compare
jumping in between two tubes behind a boat going twenty miles per hour with a game of kickball
on the paved street in front of our house after school, even if you were playing with the added
intrigue of the invisible ghost man on third base.
When my brother, Gaines, was about seven years old, not even the threat of death could
stop his desire to be at the bay. He and my other brother, Bennett, who was five, and my cousin.
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Bryant, who was eight, were staying down at the bay with Grandma and Papa. They had been
playing outside with Papa all day, swimming and playing basketball. Papa started feeling sharp
pains in his chest and called out from the water to Grandma, who was sitting on the wharf
watching them play in the water. When he climbed up the ladder, he quietly told Grandma that
he needed to go to the hospital, and he continued walking up the wharf to the house. Grandma
called the boys out of the water, saying it was an emergency and she had to take Papa to the
hospital. There they found out that Papa was having a heart attack and needed to be taken to
Mobile in an ambulance. Grandma saw him off then rushed back to the bay house to get the
boys. She told them that Papa was very sick and that they needed to hurry back to Mobile where
he was being taken in an ambulance. The car ride was quiet, and Grandma suspected the boys
were scared for Papa as he rode in the ambulance alone. She was watching them in the back seat
all lined up in a row with sad faces, and she was comforted by their sympathy for their
grandfather. After a few minutes, Gaines could take it no longer and finally voiced the pain he
was feeling.
We were having so much fiin down there at the bay, and then Papa had to go and spoil
everything!’V

I was in the car with my mom coming home from school when I learned of one of the
greatest deaths I have suffered in my life. I was in the eighth grade, and the only thing on my
mind was high school and if I would make the volleyball team. I wasn’t thinking oflosing
anything dear to me or saying goodbye to things that had constituted a majority of my time here
on Earth. I was only prepared for gaining: new uniforms and new friends and new buildings with
new classes. So the death of the bay came as a shock.
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My mom broke it to me bluntly, as if she was telling me I could not spend the night out
with that girl because she was way too wild or I could not buy that dress because it was way too
expensive.
Grandma is selling the bay house.
Each word pulled me farther and farther under until I was drowning in a massive
undertow of loss. It was immediate pain. It was immediate heartbreak. My mind struggled to stay
afloat, to hear the why and the how, but it didn’t really matter.
'V
At the end of that summer, our life at the bay sank. V-

After that, most of the Crow’s flew off to various bodies of water around Mobile, trying
to replace the bay. The Benders had a house on Dog River fifteen minutes from Mobile, the Joe
Crows bought a house on Ono Island in Orange Beach, about an hour away, and the Kenny
Crows bought a house about thirty minutes away on Dauphin Island, before eventually returning
to Mobile Bay and buying what would become The Crow’s Nest Too.
I guess they all felt the need to land by some kind of water, even if it wasn’t brown. My
family looked at houses in Orange Beach and Gulf Shores once or twice; we even looked at big
lots where we could literally build a new beginning by the water from the ground up. But, I
always found something vvrong with these new options, passionately voicing my loyalty as a bay
rat. I think I always dreamed that we would buy back the original Crow’s Nest and start over
right where we left off The last summer we had the house I spent most of my time running up
and down the road looking for for-sale signs and bringing back every brochure I could find,
desperate to find a way to stay at the Bay, even if it wasn’t at the Crow’s Nest.
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Fve been back to visit it recently, and I was deeply saddened to find it deserted. That
little blue piece of my soul was just sitting there, alone, without even furniture inside to keep it
company. But, I guess it makes sense, that house really was only built for one family.
In Hinduism, the Dalai Lama has often been linked with the crow. It is said that when the
first Dalai Lama was bom,robbers attacked his family’s home. His parents ran and weren’t able
to get to the baby Dalai Lama when they fled their home. They returned when it was safe,
expecting the worst, but they found their home to have remained unscathed, and a pair of crows
were there, guarding the house and caring for the Dalai Lama.
Applying this legend to the family name, and imagining that Papa is able to become an
actual crow now that he is a part of the limitless possibilities Heaven affords her members,this
seems a reasonable answer as to why the Crow’s Nest remains empty. I can just see Papa with
black, hunched over wings perched in the top of one ofthe tall pine trees in the front yard,
scmtinizing the newcomers, the only crow in the world with piercing, blue eyes. I can see him
swoop down out to the end of the wharf and scare the living daylights out ofthe brave souls who
dare to sit in his hammock. I can hear his loud laugh cackling in the trees as he watches yet
another family pack their bags and move out because they can’t stay in that house with that damn
Crow around. I can see him stretch out his wings and fly over the bay with a Papa grin, knowing
that although he cannot physically live there himself, he has managed to ensure that that nest was
>V
only built for the Crows. V'
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EPILOGUE:

I made my way up the aisle, ignoring the eyes that filled the largest church I had
ever been in, all those people there to tell my Papa goodbye. I squeezed the golden crab tighter as
I neared the coffin. 1 stole a quick glance at my Papa's face and deciding he looked peaceful
enough, I softly placed the crab to the side of his right hand and proudly walked back to my seat.
I looked down at my hand and ran my fingers over the imprints left from the crab's metal
claws. As the shallow holes in my palm began to fade, I realized they, like Papa, couldn't keep
me company forever. I wondered if when I saw him again in Heaven he would still call me the
Daughter, and if he would have a new “King’s chair” in heaven like the faded pastel one at the
bay that no one was allowed to sit in but him. I wondered if he would still get to watch the
Alabama games and if he would still be mad if I accidentally drew orange and blue next to each
other when I was coloring. I wondered if he would be able to smell the burnt hot dogs on the grill
at the bay all the way up in Heaven, and if he would be able to give us an early hint that a jubilee
was coming, now that he was bunking up with God and Jesus and everybody else up there who
would probably know.
I glanced back down at my palm as the last ofthe crab's indentions faded away, and all I
'V
was left with was a memory. V'
END
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THESIS ANALYSIS
As I come full circle with my thesis, I discover more and more that it has truly
become a journey of life through experiences with death. It is the story of my coping with
various losses in my family, literally as in the death of my grandfather, grandmother, and cousin,
but also in coping with the death of the bay after we sold our house and dealing with the loss of
its presence in my life. Losing the bay was for me just as traumatic as losing a family member
because in a way it was just as big a part of my life as one of my cousins or aimts or
grandparents. The Bay is the focus of our family’s living and dying and it’s the animus for my
storytelling. The bay is where it all happened; it’s where I got to know my family members and
grow and learn and laugh and cry with my cousins through our childhoods together in that
muddy, brown water.
When I was in the process of gathering stories and memories from my family members,
death was not something that I ever imagined would be a focal point of my thesis. I know I was
exposed to death at a young age with the deaths oftwo of my grandparents before I was nine, but
I did not think it made such a major mark on my childhood as a whole. As I began writing, I kept
coming back to this focus on death, including my many memories involving death and my
sensitivity towards death as a whole, even during my description of such a happy miracle of life
as a jubilee.
As I said in the opening sentence ofthe fourth chapter of my thesis, I have been afraid of
death ever since I learned its name, which is why I have found it so interesting that my thesis
would begin and end with a topic with which I don’t even allow my own mind to become
acquainted. Perhaps this is my own way of dealing with a personal fear of death, by thrusting it
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onto my audience and forcing them to stand beside me as we both look death squarely in the
face.
I think for me death has become a way oftruly examining life. The deaths of my
grandfather and my grandmother have remained two of the most vivid memories of my entire
life thus far, and I have begun to realize that had I not been as young as I was when it happened.
I would not be able to tell the story of their deaths in quite the same way or with quite the same
mentality. At that age, I looked at death as something mysterious and unknown,scary but also
sad for the way in which it affected those around me who understood its totality. With the loss of
the bay, I was still figuring death out, but I understood this to be a death to me just as much as
the others had. I realized that the bay would not come back, but what I didn’t yet realize was that
the things 1 had gained from the bay would never be lost. Later on, with the death of my cousin,
Robin, I understood death’s iron fist, and I felt the weight of its pain and the immensity of its
loss, but I was able to look around me at the tight web of support our family was capable of
providing and the great amount of life that was still present, and I saw that death can and does
bring about certain, positive effects, and my perspective was again changed.
My story is also an exploration of my personal interaction with death: how I responded
with each incident over time, from trauma and panic attacks, to coping with death. Now,to me,
death is not as cruel or as selfish or as greedy as I once assumed it to be, when it took my Meme
and then my Papa. I think its presence is harsh, but necessary, almost like the darkness at
nighttime even though it has been a beautiful day. No one wants to see the darkness come and
take away the light, but it is necessary for the beauty of the night to be possible, for the stars to
come out and the moon to shine. It is definitely something that is hard to come to grips with and
must be sorted out through each individual interaction with it. Although my interaction with
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death was the most defined in the loss of my cousin, I do think my true understanding of it goes
back to the effects of losing the bay. When I lost the bay, I lost my childhood, and that was a
certain death for me. I lost the summers with my cousins, and I was robbed of a future consisting
of those same experiences and memories. It is hard to not look back and wonder what life would
be like had we not lost the bay, had we spent every summer over there until now,rather than
ending in the eighth grade.
However, I could do the same with the death of any of our family members. What if Papa
had not died and he was still living with Grandma in their little apartment in Mobile, moving to
the bay during the summers? What if Robin had not died this year, and he was here to watch his
children grow up and his mother was no longer grieving continuously, but rather living her
normal life before he was taken by death? This is where the necessity of death becomes
extremely hard for people to handle, especially me, but I do not think the answer lies in the what
ifs or the why hims or hers. I think the answer lies in what happens next. I think it lies in what we
remember before death stepped in and how we carry that with us, not in what we lost and how
we could be different if we still had it. How death affects us is where the answer is: what death
does for us, how it brings people together, or pulls people apart. Death has a causal relationship
with human beings, whether we want to acknowledge it or not. We can either see that we lost a
grandparent, or we can see that the presence of that grandparent, however temporary, led to the
creation of a more-than-fifty-person family. We can either see that we lost a little blue house on
stilts or we can see that because of that little blue house on stilts, however long we had it, we
formed relationships and memories that would hold our big family together even when there was
no longer a house for us to spend our summers in.
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Obviously the theme of family is interwoven tightly within my work, as it is a family
memoir, and the weight of their presence in the work is what makes it substantial. I am blessed to
be surrounded by such colorful characters as the ones I inherited within my family, which has
made it all the more easier to create a story from reality. I foimd that by interviewing family
members many of the same stories and memories held the same significance in so many different
lives, and those were the stories I tried to make certain that I included in my thesis, such as the
story about the Barney towel and the incredible experience of a jubilee. Even though there were
some varying details in each person’s retelling of certain stories, the fact that they all told these
same stories again and again is what I focused on instead of the trivial differences they
sometimes contained.
Stories about some individuals I found were too sensitive to be retold, and I chose to let
them remain hidden within the history of our family, embedded safely until that individual
chooses to pull it out of his or her own accord. And some stories I chose not to include because I
could not find a voice to tell them in; these stories were so attached to a particular person and so
built from his or her own memory that it was almost impossible to get inside these stories myself
and allow my own writing to make them come alive.
The narration ofthe story is best told when I am using the voice of my younger self, who
is still naive and protected from the harsh reality that life can sometimes embody. I tried to stay
with that younger self throughout most of my writing, but sometimes the memories were too
fresh and poignant in my memory to be told in anything other than the self I experienced them
in, such as the death of my cousin Robin, which happened in February of this year. For these
types of stories, I sacrificed the young, sheltered voice and replaced it with a more intuitive.
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experienced voice that was more capable of capturing those recent memories and delivering
them to the reader without losing the depth of their significance.
The setting of the bay provides far more imagery than can ever be accounted for in a
single work. From the water to the sunsets to the pine trees to the multitudes of creatures in the
water, to the pelicans, to the jubilees, to the hurricanes, I had more than enough to work with it
and sometimes it was hard to not get bogged down by so much movement and variety that the
bay has to offer a writer. Including certain elements ofthe bay was definitely a problem I did not
foresee, and 1 had to pick and choose which of these aspects ofthe bay provided the most depth
and could be treated with a greater level of attention and which ones could be described in a few
words as additional details to the setting. In order to make these decisions, I tried to jump back
into the mind of my former self and remember which parts ofthe Bay were the most significant
to my childhood memory. These came to be the water, the sky, the wharf, the jubilees, and the
hurricanes. I struggled with excluding too many descriptive details that were necessary for the
readers to create their own images from my writing, and I had to tell myself again and again to
remember little details, like time, space, explanation of names, visual details of things, such as
the wharf, because in my mind, everyone had been to the Bay, and these little details seemed
unnecessary at first.
At times, I worried that my attention to the Bay as a metaphor became too overused, and
I tried to tone down the attachment of every metaphor or simile to the Bay. I worried that it
would make the language appear overbearing or as if I was trying too hard or attempting to make
connections between the Bay and different memories of my life that readers would not find
synonymous, especially if they had not grown up near a place like the bay.
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Ironically, the easiest stories to tell were the ones that occurred earlier in my life rather than more
recently. My memories from the Bay have always been a very vibrant light in my life, and I
believe that I have been writing stories about them in my head ever since we sold the house. I
began imagining writing about the Bay seriously when I was a senior in high school. I recorded
the idea in a journal my brother, Bennett, had given me for Christmas. This book became my
idea book, and I placed in it all of my ideas, most of which were ideas for books, none ofthem
having surfaced into actual writing until I began my thesis last year. That is where I started the
journey with my thesis, and I continued writing down ideas in a new journal that I received for
Christmas from a friend two years ago, and I have been working with it ever since.
When Dr. McClelland and I had our first thesis meeting, I already knew exactly the topic
I wanted to write about and went home immediately to pull out my idea book straight to the entry
about the bay, which was titled. The Crow’s Nest. There I found many things that actually made
their way five years later into my thesis, including my idea for the book cover of my thesis, the
dedication to Grandma, the title of the work, an idea for a story about the Grand Hotel, and an
idea for stories about walking to the creeks near our house. I continued gathering stories, big and
small, from relatives, interviews with Grandma, and collected pictures from anyone who had the
time to dredge them up from his or her attics. The best pictures came from the past, either
forgotten times before I knew how to store memories or before I was alive to even have a
memory at all.
It was a long process, gathering memories through verbal stories and through pictures,
but the majority of everything I wrote about comes from my own memory. I wish I was able to
include everything because it is all a precious part of the Bay that we all love and I didn’t want to
take away from anyone’s memory of that place, but for reasons unknown,some just did not fit
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into this story of the Bay. However, I do believe that these unwritten memories are still present
in my thesis in the way that I hope to encourage those who read it to remember the Bay or a
place they equally loved.
I hope that through my writing the readers will be able to feel the pain from the loss of a
hurricane and rejoice in the miracle and mystery ofa jubilee. I hope that they will be able to feel
the strength of our family as well as the gaping holes in it that are left by death. But most of all, I
hope to succeed in bringing the Bay back to those who once swam in its warm,brown waters and
called it home, while at the same time endearing it to those who have never even heard of a place
called Mobile Bay.

.V'V'V'V'V 'V'V'V'V 'V-V'V'V'V'V
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Images from the Bay:
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Figure 14 A Sister Merch nun with
Grandma and Papa out on the wharf.
Figure 15 Dismantled wharves after a hurricane.
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Figure 16 My dad and I on the tube at the bay.
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Figure 17 Bennet and my dad playing on the wharf, (you can see the
Lapeyrouses wharf in the background to the left)

Figure 18 Bennett and Gaines on the wharf (you can see the upper deck
of the Lapeyrouses wharf where we used to jump off).
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Figure 19 My dad standing in the front yard (the
short wharf of our next door neighbors to the left).
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Figure 20 A group of Crows on the wharf, (back row
left to right, my Aunt Nonie, Eric Ravere, and my
Aunt Anne; front row left to right, my Aunt Margaret,
Papa, my Uncle Kenny, and Grandma.)
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Figure 21 The back of the Crow's Nest with Grandma's red car parked.
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Figure 22 The original Crow's Nest that was built by Papa, Christy Bailey, who
was Grandma's brother, Billy Stein, who was Grandma's brother-in-law, and
Eddy James.
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Figure 23 Grandma and Papa on
the wharf.
Figure 24 Brent and Uncle Mack, Papa's
brother, with a fish they caught.
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Figure 25 Robin jumping off the wharf by the basketball goal. Beau,
center, is playing with my older brother, Gaines, in the water.
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Figure 26 Bennett sleeping with Papa on the
sleeping porch.
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Figure 27 My dad, Bennett, Gaines, and my mom out on the wharf.
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Figure 28 My uncle Joe taking some girl cousins out on the boat. (My
cousin Debbie Baggett, cousin Lee Bender, cousin Anna Bender, Aunt
Margaret, cousin Bailey Crow, and Uncle Joe.)
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Figure 29 My dad throwing Gaines in the water.
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Figure 30 Papa working the grill in the front
yard.
Figure 31 Papa swimming with my
Aunt Margaret, center, and Aunt
Anne, right.
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Figure 32 Anne letting Patrick Forest, her
cousin, put his toes in the sand.
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Figure 33 One of the Crows skiing.
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Figure 34 The Drago family, minus me.
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Figure 35 The Crows Nest, as I knew it, after it was renovated.
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Figure 36 Papa after a big catch.
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Figure 37 Will Baggett, the first great grandchild, after
he caught a catfish.
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Figure 38 The first full Drago family picture at the Bay.
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Figure 39 One of the Baggett boys sktmboarding.

Figure 40 Bennett sound asleep in my dad's arms on the boat, and my
cousin Missy McEvoy looking on.
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Figure 42 Some of the Baggetts swimming in the bay.
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Figure 43 Papa and his brother, Uncle Mack,
resting on some boards that will rebuild the
wharf after a hurricane hit.

Figure 44 Swimming on the beach.
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Figure 45 Some Crows on the wharf.(My Uncle
Kenny, Eric Ravere, Aunt Anne, and Aunt Nonie.)
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Figure 46 The second great grandchild, Mamie Baggett, stand on a bench on the
wharf,(you can see the Lapyrouses new and improved wharf in the backgroud.)
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